Pasang Lhamu Foundation and Vriksha Foundation
jointly publish the result of
Pasang Lhamu Sherpa Memorial Park
Design Competition
`
The jury decided the winners based on the design aspects of Sherpa’s life, reflection
on the beauty of the Himalaya as well as their physical and spiritual elevation, and a
strong urban design vision that expresses the memorial’s identity and foregrounds the
public realm by promoting urban ecology as well as sociability.
The jury decided that the top three designs were equally qualifying, hence, it was decided that
the top three will be considered as the winning designs. The cash prize will be distributed
amongst the three winners. For the fair distribution of the prize, we have increased the total
amount to NRs. 60,000/Hence the top three designs will receive NRs. 20,000/- each. This will be distributed at an event
that will be organised shortly. The way forward and collaboration with the winning teams will
also be discussed on this event.
All of our participants will receive certificates as well as some prizes which will be revealed
during the event. We will be looking forward to an interactive session with all our participants.
The top three winners are:
Design by Ashmita Shakya; Bibek Himalaya; Benison Pradhan; Nitesh Thapa.
Design by Barsha Rana; Bijaya Chamling Rai; Asmita Gurung; Shital Babu Acharya.
Design by Jaya Maharjan; Namrata Pandey; Neha Mishra; Prajina Shrestha.

For further queries and feedback upon each design please contact us on:
info@vrikshafoundation.org
Lastly, we would like to thank you all for your great work, inspiring designs as well as
enormous patience you bestowed upon us. We are here to serve you, but only with your support.
Thank you for understanding. We look forward to more sessions like these, hopefully, better
organised the next time. Let’s keep moving and keep motivating!
Thank You.

